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+19739235155 - http://aishahchinesehalal.com

Here you can find the menu of Aisha's Chinese Halal in Newark. At the moment, there are 19 meals and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Tabitha Dickens likes about Aisha's

Chinese Halal:
Very fresh . A bit pricey. But Take CARD , barely see it in any chinese restaurant in this neighbourhood , very

convenient, and delivery to my house in irvington border line . a little bit wait but food is good . Never
disappointed for the past 10 years read more. What Jamey Hansen doesn't like about Aisha's Chinese Halal:

This place is 10000000% UNPROFESSIONAL , places an order , my food was charred , and my rice was
crunchy . Complained and didn’t get food here for a while . Today , I go to order food and now the manager will
no longer take or accept orders from my cell number , outside of being wannabe ‘halal’ this place food doesn’t
have flavor , the staff is RUDE just an overall terrible business . read more. For the small hunger in between,

Aisha's Chinese Halal from Newark offers fine sandwiches, small salads, and other small dishes, as well as
hot and cold drinks, and you can indulge in tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue. Here they also cook
South American fresh fish, meat, as well as corn and rice, Of course, you also have to try the fine burgers, that

come with sides like fries, salads, or wedges offered.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Mai� course�
RIBS

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

So� drink�
ORANGE JUICE

Frie� ric�
BEEF FRIED RICE

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Energydrink�
WHITE

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

BBQ SAUCE

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

CHICKEN

MEAT

TERIYAKI

SHRIMP

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -23:00
Saturday 11:00 -23:00
Sunday 11:30 -22:00
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